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1. Introduction

The introduction of the second and third pillars as mandatory and voluntary DC pension
systems in Macedonia will not only have an important impact on the functioning of the
pension system, but also on the functioning and development of the economy as a whole.
The DC system is expected to increase its importance in the future, in terms of both number
of members and amount of resources managed.
The pension reform carried out in Macedonia in the 2000 opens several questions about the
future development of the pension system. For instance, what the role of pension funds as
financial intermediaries will be, and what the macroeconomic effects of an increased
importance of pension funds as financial intermediaries are expected to be; what the
macroeconomic effects of additional reforms will be, that are planned to be introduced to the
pension system, such as the introduction of Multi-funds. What the fiscal and macroeconomic
effects will be when all members of the first pillar retire and the government will have the
need to finance pension payments without receiving equivalent amount of contributions.
A consistency macroeconomic model for the Macedonian economy can help to have a
preliminary answer to these as well as to other important questions and issues for which it is
important at least to have an initial idea, such as the impact of determined shocks and policy
interventions. It is also important to construct scenarios about the future development of the
pension system, in order to understand what its impact on the financial sector and the
economy will be and how the behaviour of the rest of the financial sector and of the economy
will impact the pension system development.
Thus, a research activity is proposed in order to develop a suitable macroeconomic model
for the Macedonian economy which will help to answer the questions above. The model will
be basically an accounting consistency model, which will comprise a detailed financial
sector, in order to make explicit the linkages existing among the different financial
intermediaries, such as banks, stock exchange, other non-banking financial institutions, and
pension funds, and with the rest of the economy, comprising the private sector, government
and the rest of the world..
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2. Methodological Aspects
This section puts forward an analytical framework for the analysis of the role played by the
financial sector as an intermediary of financial resources, and of what the macroeconomic
and sectoral effects of pension funds development will be in the future. The model will be
also used the test the sectoral and macroeconomic effects of policies that affect the
development of the pension system, such as the introduction of multi-funds to the portfolio
management of pension funds.
The macroeconomic consistency model to be developed will be based in the RMSM-X (short
for Revised Minimum Standard Model-Extended) developed by the World Bank. The model
is a synthesis of the RMSM developed by the World Bank and the Financial Programming
model developed by the IMF. Annex A presents a more detailed explanation of the RMSM-X.
The model will also capture the role of the financial sector as intermediary of financial
resources between sectors that present a saving surplus (S-I>0) and sectors that display
saving deficit (S-I <0). The various financial institutions participate in the financial market as
financial intermediaries, receiving resources from the surplus sectors and lending these
resources to the deficit sectors. The role of pension funds as financial intermediary will be
modelled in detail within this consistency macroeconomic framework, and its linkages both
with the other financial intermediaries and with the non-financial institutions clearly
established.

2.1 Analytical Framework
The model is structured around the circular flow of the economy concept. In its simplest
version, the circular flow describes the reciprocal circulation of income between producers
and consumers. (Graph 1). In the circular flow model, the inter-dependent entities of
producer and consumer are referred to as "firms" and "households" respectively and provide
each other with factors in order to facilitate the flow of income. Firms provide consumers with
goods and services in exchange for consumer expenditure, and households provide firms
with factors of production in exchange of factor payments, comprising wages, rent and
dividends. Thus, two types of circular flows can be identified in Graph 1. The first circular
flow comprises a real flow of factors of production which goes from households to firms and
a real flow of goods and services that goes from firms to households. The second circular
flow comprises a monetary flow that goes from firms to households in the form of wages,
rent and dividend payments, and a monetary flow that goes from households to firms in the
form of consumer expenditures.
.
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Graph 1
Circular Flow of the Economy
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More complete and realistic circular flow models are more complex. They would explicitly
include the roles of government, external sector and financial markets. Graph 2 presents a
relatively more complete and complex circular flow, which includes the government, rest of
the world and financial sector, plus the private sector.
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Graph 2
A More Complex Circular Flow of the Economy
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Table 1
Accounting Matrix for Current Transactions
Product/
Income
Product/
Income
Private
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Private
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C
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Government
G
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I
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Demand
Private
Income
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the RoW
Total
Savings

GT
DT
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Sg

Se

Private
Incomes

Government
Incomes

Payments.
from Row

Total

Total
Investment

Table 1 presents all transactions outlined in Graph 1 in a matrix form. There is one account
for each of the sectors included in the circular flow, namely: production, private sector,
government, rest of the world and financial sector (saving-investment balance). Each of the
sector’s revenues appears along the rows, while the sector’s outlays are recorded alongside
the columns. The balancing variable for each of the sectors incomes and outlays balance is
the sector’s savings.
For each of the sectors, the totals in the columns and rows have to be equal. Thus, five
identities can be derived from the matrix:
From row and column 1, the National Income Identity can be obtained:
W+ GOS + IT + M = C + G + E + I

(1)

Along column 1, total national income (Y) can be calculated using the income approach:
Y = W + GOS + IT

(2)

Thus, equation (1) can be re-written as:
Y = C + G + I + (E-M)

(3)

From row and column 2, the private sector current account balance can be derived:
W + GOS +GT = C + DT + Sp

(4)

Rearranging equation (4) we obtain private sector savings as:
Sp = W + GOS + GT – DT – C

(5)

From row and column 3, government current account balance is obtained:
IT + DT = G + GT + IPg + Sg

(6)
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Rearranging equation (6) we obtain government savings as:
Sg = IT + DT – G – GT – IPg

(7)

From row and column 4 the rest of the world current account balance is obtained:
M + IPg = E + Se

(8)

Rearranging equation (8) we obtain the rest of the world (external) savings as:
–Se = (E–M) – IPg

(9)

.Equation (9) presents the current account balance of the BoP, which is equal to –Se, which
in turn is equal to the trade balance (E-M) minus net transfers and other income payments (–
IPg).
Finally, from row and column 5 we obtain the consolidated saving-investment balance for the
economy:
Sp + Sg + Se = I

(10)

Equation (10) shows that total savings (Sp + Sg + Se) are equal to total investment (I). Total
investment on the other hand can be divided between private investment (Ip) and
government investment (Ig). Thus, equation (10) becomes:
Sp + Sg + Se = Ip + Ig

(11)

Rearranging (10) we obtain the accumulation balance for the economy as a whole:
(Sp – Ip) + (Sg – Ig) = – Se

(12)

Equation (12) shows that in the economy there are different sectors which present a given
balance between its savings and investment, e.g. for the private sector (Sp – Ip), for
government (Sg – Ig) and for the external sector (-Se). Although the saving-investment
identity applies for the economy at an aggregated level, it is not necessary valid at a sectoral
level. There can be sector which could present a saving-investment surplus, i.e. Sp>Ip, while
another sector could present a deficit, i.e. Sg<Ig. These imbalances are closed through the
financial sector. Those sectors with surplus saving-investment balance will save excess
resources in the financial sector by depositing them in a bank or buying a government bond
or accumulating foreign assets. Deficit sector will in turn obtain a bank credit, issue debt
certificates or borrow abroad in order to cover their deficit.
Thus, this essential intermediary role played by the financial sector is of key importance for
the analysis of the macroeconomic impact of pension funds. This role is explained in more
detail in the following section.

2.2 The Role of the Financial Sector
There are different financial institutions which participate in the financial system, either as
creditors, borrowers or intermediaries. Each of these sectors holds an accumulation balance
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between in the one hand, their asset holdings, and on the other their liabilities and net worth.
Thus, for each of the participants in the financial system it holds that:

Total Sources of Funds = Total Uses of Funds

Sources of funds comprise the sector own savings plus any other loan or credit received by
the sector which increased its availability of resources. Uses of funds on the other hand
comprise the ways this sector have invested its available resources, including investment in
physical assets as well as in financial ones, such as bank deposits, stocks, shares, etc.
The sectors that will be included as financial intermediaries are: external sector, central
bank, commercial banks, non banking financial institutions, pension funds, government, nonfinancial private sector, etc. Equations 13 to 19 present the accumulation balances for each
of these sectors, plus government and private sectors. In the left hand side of the balances
comprise the sources of funds, while the uses of funds appear in the right hand side of the
equations. All balances are presented in flow terms.
To this end, equations (13) to (19) present in algebraic terms the accumulation balances—
uses and sources of funds balances—for each of the sectors that participate in the financial
market. The sectoral accumulation balances can be stated as follows:
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External Sector

Se + ΔRIcb + ΔRIfb + ΔRIfnb + ΔEApf = ΔFg + ΔFp + ΔFcb + ΔFfb + ΔFfnb + FDI


(13)

National Bank of Macedonia

ΔEp + ΔDg.cb + ΔRfb.cb + ΔRfnb.bc + ΔCDfb + ΔFcb = ΔLcb.g + ΔLcb.fb + ΔLcb.fnb + ΔRIcb
(14)


Banking Sector

ΔDp.fb + ΔDpf.fb + ΔLcb.fb + ΔFfb = ΔLfb.g + ΔLfb.p + ΔLfb.fnb + ΔRfb.cb + ΔRIfb + ΔCDfb
(15)


Non Banking Financial Institutions

ΔDp.fnb + ΔLcb.fnb + ΔLfb.fnb + ΔFfnb = ΔLfnb.g + ΔLfnb.p + ΔRfnb.cb + ΔRIfnb


Pension Funds

ΔPFpf = ΔBpf.g + ΔDpf.fb +


ΔShpf.p + ΔEApf

(17)

Government

Sg + ΔFg + ΔLcb.g + ΔLfb.g + ΔLfnb.g + ΔBfp.g = Ig + ΔDg.cb


(16)

(18)

Private Sector (households and companies)

Sp + FDI + ΔFp + ΔLfb.p + ΔLfnb.p + ΔShpf.p = Ip + ΔDp.fb + ΔDp.fnb + ΔEp + ΔPFpf

Where:
Se

external savings

Sg

government savings

Sp

private savings

Ig

government investment

Ip

private investment
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(19)

ΔLcb.g

central bank finance to government

ΔLcb.fb

central bank finance to the banking sector

ΔLcb.fnb

central bank finance to non banking sector

ΔLfb.g

banking finance to government

ΔLfnb.g

banking finance to government

ΔLfb.p

banking finance to private non-financial sector

ΔLfnb.p

non-banking financial institutions finance to the private sector

ΔLfb.fnb

banking finance to non banking financial institutions

ΔBpf.g

pension funds’ investment in government bonds

ΔDg.cb

government deposits in the central bank

ΔDp.fb

non-financial private sector deposits in the banking sector

ΔDp.fnb

non-financial private sector deposits in the non-banking financial sector

ΔDpf.fb

pension funds’ investments in bank deposits

ΔEp

currency demand by the private non-financial sector

ΔRIcb

international reserves held by the central bank

ΔRIfb

international reserves held by the banking sector

ΔRIfnb

international reserves held by non-banking financial sector

ΔRfb.cb

banking sector reserves held in the central bank

ΔRfnb.cb

non-banking financial institutions reserves held in the central bank

ΔCDfb

central bank bonds held by the banking sector

ΔPFp

pension savings by participants (households)

ΔFg

external finance to the government

ΔFp

external finance to the private non-financial sector

ΔFcb

external finance to the central bank

ΔFfb

external finance to banks

ΔFfnb

external finance to the non-banking financial sector

FDI

foreign direct investment

ΔShpf.p

shares issued by companies and bought by pension funds
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ΔEApf

pension funds investments in foreign assets

Table 2 present the flow of funds matrix, which shows all financial transactions in a matrix
framework. Like in the current transaction balance, each sector has an individual account.
The sources of financial funds for each sector are presented along rows, while the uses of
funds are outlined along columns. For each individual sector, the total in the row is equal to
the total in the column, portraying the sources-uses of funds identity.
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Table 2
Accounting Matrix for Financial Flows
Savings

Investment

Private
Sector

Ip

Government
Sector

Rest of
the World

Central
Bank

Banking
Sector

NonBanking
Sector

Pension
Funds

ΔLfb.p

ΔLfnb.p

ΔShpf.p

ΔLcb.g

ΔLfb.g

ΔLfnb.g

ΔBpf.g

ΔRIcb

ΔRIfb

ΔRIfnb

ΔEApf

ΔCDfb +
ΔRfb.cb

ΔRfnb.bc

Ig

Private
Sector

Sp

FDI +
ΔFp

Government
Sector

Sg

ΔFg

Rest of the
World

Se

Central
Bank

ΔEp

Banking
Sector

ΔDp.fb

ΔFfb

ΔLcb.fb

ΔDp.fnb

ΔFfnb

ΔLcb.fnb

ΔLfb.fnb

Total UFs
Rest of the
World

Total UFs
Central
Bank

Total UFs
Banking
Sector

NonBanking
Sector
Pension
Funds
Total Uses
of Funds
(UFs)

ΔDg.cb

ΔFcb

ΔDpf.fb

ΔPFpf
Total
Savings

Total UFs
Private
Sector

Total UFs
Government
Sector
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Total UFs
NonBanking
Sector

Total UFs
Pension
Funds

Total
Sources of
Funds (SFs)
Total
Gross
Investment
Total SFs
Private
Sector
Total SFs
Government
Sector
Total SFs
Rest of the
World
Total SFs
Central
Bank
Total SFs
Banking
Sector
Total UFs
Non-Banking
Sector
Total UFs
Pension
Funds

Equations 13 to 19 represent the accumulation balances that summarises the mechanisms
through which resources are transferred from saving surplus sectors to saving deficit
sectors.
When equations 13 to 19 are added up, and similar terms are cancelled out in all equations
of the system, we obtain the saving-investment balance for the economy as a whole.
Namely,

Sg + Sp + Se = Ig + Ip

(20)

Or alternatively:

(Sg - Ig) + (Sp - Ip) = -Se

(21)

The proposed analytical framework presented in this research paper is useful in order to
identify the mechanisms through which the financial sector intermediate resources among
sectors. The proposed analytical scheme can be also used to analyse the different
adjustment mechanisms that restore equilibrium to the system when affected by an external
or internal shock.
At the macroeconomic level, for instance, if the saving-investment balance presented in
equation 21 is altered by an increase in government investment (Ig), adjustment can take
place through one of the following mechanisms:
First, government savings (Sg) can increase through higher taxation or through an
adjustment in government current expenditures. In this case there is no direct participation of
the financial system as an intermediary of resources.
Second, private savings (Sp) can increase through an increased economic activity level
brought about by the enlarged government investment (Keynesian adjustment) or through
higher prices and income redistribution (Post-keynesian adjustment). In either case,
additional savings are intermediated from the private sector to the government in order to
finance investment of the later. The private sector will use additional savings to deposit in
banking and non-banking financial institutions (ΔDp.fb and ΔDfp.fnb respectively). Households
can also increase their contributions to their individual pension funds (ΔPFp). Financial
institutions on the other hand, banking and non-banking, use these additional resources to
purchase government bonds (ΔLfb.g and ΔLfnb.g respectively). Thus, pension funds can decide
to buy more government bonds (ΔBfp.g). In all of the last three cases, resources were
intermediated from the private sector to the government.
Third, private investment (Ip) reduces (crowding-out effect). Government can decide to
finance increased investment by issuing additional bonds, which are bought by financial—
banking and non-banking—institutions (ΔLfb.g and ΔLfnb.g respectively) including pension
funds (ΔBfp.g) Thus, financial institutions funds have less resources to lend to the private
12

sector (ΔLfb.p and ΔLfnb.p respectively) and pension funds have to reduce their investment in
private sector stocks (ΔShfp). Eventually, the private sector (companies) has to adjust its
investment level (Ip) downwards.
Finally, external savings (Se) increases as a result of a larger current account deficit brought
about by larger government investment level, which in turn increases imports. In this case,
government could decide to finance larger investment by acquiring additional external debt
(ΔFg). If government decides to resort to domestic finance in order to finance additional
investment, e.g. banking and non banking institutions, the later can also resort to external
borrowing (ΔFfb and ΔFfnb) in order to increase their lending to the government

2.3 Adjustment Rules
In previous sections, the accounting framework of the model was established and all
financial linkages existing among sector clearly identified. What need to be done now is to
define adjustment rules for each of the sectors accumulation balance. These adjustment
rules will determine how each particular sector’s accumulation balance adjusts when faced
with an exogenous shock. These adjustment rules are determined by institutional factors
such as the regulatory and legal framework in place, market power or particular sectoral
preferences and characteristics. This section carries-out a broad analysis of the adjustment
rules for each of the sector comprised in the model. These rules were included in the model
in the form of sectoral closing variables and behavioural functions. A more detailed
explanation of the model equations is carried out in annex A.



Rest of the World

Macedonia is a small open economy and to a large extent a price taker. In the model, most
variables in the BoP are calculated exogenously, such as export and import prices. Current
external transactions, such as transfers, remittances, payments to workers from abroad are
calculated exogenously in the model. Capital inflows, such as FDI, portfolio investments,
external finance are also calculated exogenously to the model. The overall external sector
balance adjusts through changes in the stock of foreign exchange reserves. Unlike other
sectoral balances, all variables included in the Balance of Payments are expressed in
foreign currency, i.e. million EUROS. The rest of the world balance is shown in the BoP
spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.



Government Balance

Government balance adjusts through domestic finance. Government’s overall deficit/surplus
is determined by government revenues and expenditures. Revenues depend on economic
activity and other sector’s income, while expenditures are set to be exogenously calculated
as policy variables. Government balance is financed from external sources, which are
exogenously determined, and from domestic sources. The later comprises finance from the
National Bank of Macedonia, and finance from other domestic financial sources (e.g. banks
and pension funds). The later are calculated in each of these sectors’ balances. Thus
13

adjustment for the government balance takes place through National Bank net credit to
government (i.e. finance minus deposits), which adjust according to the government financial
needs. Since according to the National Bank law, the bank cannot lend to the government in
order to finance its deficit, government balance adjust through changes in its stock of
deposits held in the National Bank. The government balance is shown in the Gov spreadsheet of the Excel program of the model.



Private sector balance

Private sector balance was divided in two balances, i.e. one for households and the other for
companies. A key distinction of these two sectors is that households is considered a
consumption unit and companies an investment unit. Almost all variables included in both
private sector balances had been calculated in the other balances of the model. Thus,
Walras’ Law applies for the private sector, i.e. if there are n markets, and n-1 markets are in
equilibrium, then the nth market will also be in equilibrium. The closing variable in
households’ balance is consumption, while the closing variable in companies’ balance is
private investment. Both private sector balances are presented in the Priv spread-sheet of
the Excel program of the model.



National Bank of Macedonia (NBM) balance

The National bank of Macedonia balance adjustment takes place through the issuing of
public bonds aimed at maintaining a stable money supply and a fixed exchange rate.
National Bank’s stock of foreign exchange reserves is determined by the foreign exchange
reserve gains or losses resulting from the balance of payments transactions. Besides, the
government net asset liability position with the government can change depending on the
government use of its deposits in the National Bank, as explained in the government balance
analysis. Thus, the National Bank will issue public bonds, through open market operations,
in order to sterilize excess money resulting through changes in reserves or through
government use of its deposits. The NBM balance is shown in the NBM spread-sheet of the
Excel program of the model.



Banking sector balance

Banking sector balance adjusts through bank credit to the private sector. Banks obtain
resources from deposits made by the private sector. They invest these resources in public
bonds issued by the National Bank through open market operations, as it was described in
the NBM balance analysis. Thus, the adjustment variable in banks balance is their lending to
the private sector. Lending is allocated according to a given portfolio structure, which is
updated according to new data availability. Banks’ balance is shown in the Banks spreadsheet of the Excel program of the model.
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Pension funds’ balance

Second Pillar pension funds balance adjusts through portfolio allocation. Pension net worth
grows based on members’ contributions and pension funds’ yields. These resources are
invested in different assets based on a given portfolio structure. Pension funds balance is
shown in the PF spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.

2.4 Macroeconomic model Structure
The macroeconomic model is based on the World Bank’s RMSM-X, which is a combination
of the RMSM of the World Bank and a Financial Programming Model of the IMF (Polak
(1957); Khan, Montiel, Haque (1990)).
The Macro-model comprises various sectors of the economy which are linked through
different markets, namely:








National Accounts
Government
Private sector
Rest of the World
National Bank of Macedonia (Central Bank)
Banking sector
Pension Funds

Each of the sectors has a separate accumulation balance, which includes the sector’s
current and capital transactions, as outlined in a previous section.
The RMSM-X model in essence links economic growth (y) to investment (I) through an
ICOR (Incremental Capital-Output Ratio):
y = I/ICOR

(22)

Investment on the other hand is determined by the availability of savings, which in turn can
be public savings (Sg), private savings (Sp) or external savings (Se).
I = Sg + Sp + Se.
There are three ways in which the RMSM-X can be solved, i.e. the policy closure, public
closure and private closure.
In the policy closure, growth (y) is determined endogenously and thus policies will have an
impact on savings, which in turn will determine investment and growth. Causality in this case
goes from policies to savings to investments and eventually to growth.

Policies → Savings → Investment (I) → growth (Δy)
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In the public and private closures, causality reverses. They target a determine growth rate,
and the necessary investment to attain this growth rate is determined by the ICOR. The
investment level needed in turn determines how much savings are necessary to generate,
which can come from the government (Sg, public closure) or from the private sector (Sp,
private closure). Thus, causality in the public and private closures goes as follows:



Public Closure

Growth (Δy) → Investment (I) → Policies → Public Savings (Sg)



Private Closure

Growth (Δy) → Investment (I) → Policies → Private Savings (Sp)

For the purposes of this research project, the macroeconomic model developed adopts the
policy closure version of the RMSM-X. A highly aggregated version of the model equations
are presented below:
















y = (1/(1+P)). (I/)
Y = P.yt-1 + Pt-1.y
P = .Pd + (1-).E ; P*=0
Pd = Pd* + (Y - y)
I = Ig + Ip
Lg = Ig + G – T - Fg
Ip = (Y – Cp – T) + Lp + Fp - Md
R = X – J + F
J = E.Q
Q = .y + .(Pd - E)
L = Lp + Lg
Ms = L + R
Md = Y/v
Md = Ms

(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

Where:
y = real GDP growth rate
Y = nominal GDP growth rate
P = inflation rate
Pd = domestic inflation
L = changes in total credit
Lp = changes in credit to the private sector
M = changes in money supply
R = changes in foreign Exchange reserves
J = EURO nominated imports
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Qj = changes in import volumes or quantities
Md = changes in money supply
Lg = changes in credit to government
Ig = government investment
Ip = private investment
I = total investment
P* = external prices
X = exports
F = foreign finance
Cp = prívate consumption
Thus, the basic structure of the RMSM-X is the following:






Endogenous variables: R, Pd, y, Md, Ms, Lp, Lg, L, Y, P, Qj, J, Ip, I
Exogenous variables: P*, X, F, Cp
Pre-determined variables: yt-1, Pt-1, Qt-1
Policy variables: E, Ig, G o T
Parameters: v, , , , 

2.5 Modelling the pension system
Since the final objective of the macro-model developed in this research activity is to analyse
issues referred to the macroeconomic impacts of pension funds development, further detail
has been included in the model in connexion to the functioning of the pension system in
Macedonia.
The development of the pension system in the long term is closely linked to demographic
trends, to the behaviour of the labour market, and to economic growth and investment.
Demographic transitions will determine what portion of total population will be retired in the
long run and what proportion will be active workers. Demographic trends will also determine
labour supply in the economy together with preferences of working age-groups to participate
in the labour market (activity rates). Demographic forecasts were carried-out by means of a
demographic model developed by STE Priit kask, as part of the project activities.
On the other hand, investment and economic activity will determine labour demand. Both
labour supply and labour demand will jointly determine the behaviour followed by the
employed and unemployed population figures overtime.
Employment will determine pension system membership, together with pension system
penetration rates, which in turn will be determined by the share of formal employment in the
total employment in the economy.
Thus, the starting point for modelling the pension system in the macro-model demands
carrying-out demographic forecasts, which in term will determine the expected trends for the
working-age and retired population.
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Sections 7, 8 and 9 of Annex A provides a detailed discussion on how the links between
population growth, employment and economic growth, pension system membership,
contributions and pension funds have been modelled in the macro-model.

2.6 Data Sources
The data sources to be utilized in the implementation of this research activity will be:


IMF publication for the different sectoral and macroeconomic balances:
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/cat/longres.aspx?sk=25967.0



National Accounts and population data were obtained from the website of the State
Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia:
o National Accounts http://www.stat.gov.mk/OblastOpsto_en.aspx?id=7
o Population http://www.stat.gov.mk/OblastOpsto_en.aspx?id=2
o Labour Market: http://www.stat.gov.mk/OblastOpsto_en.aspx?id=14



Balance of Payment figures, National Bank balance and the consolidated balance for
the banking sector were obtained from the website of the National Bank of the
Republic of Macedonia.
o Balance of Payments: http://www.nbrm.mk/defaulten.asp?ItemID=16C5679A8986CE4391D1F76413410999
o National Bank balance: http://www.nbrm.mk/defaulten.asp?ItemID=6BA08DAA7A8C9049BF94D89370AFE08C
o Other financial institutions (banks and saving houses) balance:
http://www.nbrm.mk/defaulten.asp?ItemID=6BA08DAA7A8C9049BF94D89370AFE08C



Central Government balance from the Ministry of Finance:
http://www.finance.gov.mk/node/699



Data on the pension system, investments, members, contributions, yields, etc. from
MAPAS web-site: http://www.mapas.gov.mk/mapasen/index.php/reports/statisticks/88-reports/233-annual-reports

This data has been aggregated according to the sectoral balance disaggregation used in the
model for each of the sectors.

3. The macroeconomic impacts of Multi-funds
As stated previously, the above described analytical framework will be useful for the analysis
of the macroeconomic impacts of pension funds development, as well as how
macroeconomic performance affect the development of pension funds. Besides, the model
will be also used to test the macroeconomic and sectoral impacts of determined policies that
affect the functioning of the pension system, such as the introduction of Multi-funds. This
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section analyses how the macroeconomic effects of Multi-funds can be analysed through the
analytical framework developed in this research paper.
In order to understand how the Multi-funds scheme works, it is necessary to grasp the fact
that funds are differentiated according to the quantity of fixed-income instruments and
equities in which savings are invested.
“Fixed income” means those investment instruments that pay a known rate of return for a
period stipulated at the time of investing. These securities represent a debt for the issuer
(banks, companies, the State, the Central Bank, etc.). The debtor must repay all the capital
and yields which had been agreed.
“Equities” are instruments that represent the ownership or capital of a company or business.
Those who purchase these instruments become owners, or shareholders, and therefore
obtain profits or losses depending on how the business is doing. In the case the market is
performing well, there will be dividends and a better price for the security in the Stock
Exchange. Conversely, if the market is performing badly, the dividend and market price will
fall.
From the member’s point of view, the benefit involved in investing in equities implies the
challenge of understanding and accepting that in the course of a lengthy period of saving
there may be periods in which profits may be lower than those yielded by fixed-income
instruments. They may even be negative, but history indicates that even long periods of
negative returns are amply compensated in the long term.
An important factor to be borne in mind is age. A young person, who has a long period of
saving ahead of him/her before reaching retirement, can invest his/her social security
savings in a Fund with a higher proportion of equities, because in the long term it is very
likely that any incidental losses will be recovered and that a better yield and pension will be
obtained in the end. By contrast, if a person is close to retiring age, it is important to avoid
marked variations in his/her social security savings, and the most sensible thing is to choose
a Pension Fund with a larger proportion of fixed-income.
Another factor is personal preference. The member must decide whether he/she is prepared
to accept losses or obtain a low yield with his/her social security saving in a particular month
or year, with the expectation of a better return in the long term. People with low risk
tolerance should choose Funds with more fixed-income.
The analytical framework presented above, can be utilized to assess the long-term
macroeconomic impacts of introducing multi-funds to the portfolio management of pension
funds.
The introduction of multi-funds in the portfolio management of pension funds will restructure
pension funds’ portfolios favouring investments in variable yield instruments, such as shares.
To this end, it is important to analyse the balance of pension funds (equation 17) and what
are its interactions with the other sectoral balances, especially with the balances of the
private non-financial sector, financial institutions, external and government sectors.
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ΔPFpf = ΔBpf.g + ΔDpf.fb + ΔShpf.p + ΔEApf

(37)

In the long run, it is expected that the value of the pension funds (ΔPFpf) will steadily
increase, both in absolute terms as well as in terms of its relative importance in the financial
system. The macroeconomic and sectoral effects of large pension funds will depend on how
pension fund portfolio is managed over the long term.
A change in the portfolio composition of pension funds will have different macroeconomic
and sectoral effects:


Pension funds investment in government bonds (ΔBpf.g) for instance would increase
government availability of funds, which in turn will be used to finance public
investment in infrastructure. This could bring about higher economic growth rates.



Pension funds investment in bank deposits (ΔDpf.fb) would increase bank lending,
with potential effects in investment, but also in consumption.



Pension funds investment in private companies shares (ΔShpf.p) would increase
companies’ investment and thus accelerate growth.



Pension funds investment in external assets (ΔEApf) would reduce foreign reserves
held by the financial system (central bank), reducing external savings, with no effect
on investment at the macroeconomic level.

Thus, the way pension funds are invested can definitely produce different macroeconomic
outcomes.

3.1 Base-run Scenario
The base run scenario has to be built based on the assumptions adopted for the exogenous
variables. The exogenous variables in the model appear listed at the end of annex A. In the
model Excel software, assumptions for exogenous variables appear in the ASM spreadsheet. The exogenous variables are:



External sector

ge = Rate of growth of exports quantities of goods and services, which grow at 4.0% a year
in the base run scenario
PE = World price of exports are set to growth at 4% a year
PM = World price of imports are set to grow at 3% a year
OFTRA = Official transfers from the RoW are set to grow at 3% a year
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WREM = Workers’ remittances from abroad are set to grow at 3% a year
OTRA = Other transfers from the RoW are set to grow at 3% a year
CTE = Compensation to employees from abroad are set to grow at 3% a year
FDI = Foreign direct investment is set to stay constant at EUR 250 million during the
simulation period
FOFIG = Foreign finance received by government is set to stay constant during the
simulation period at EUR 200 million a year.
FOFINB = Foreign finance received by National Bank is set to be cero during the simulation
period
FOFIB = Foreign finance received by banking sector is set to be constant at EUR 30 million
per year
FOFIP = Foreign finance received by private sector is set to be constant at EUR 30 million a
year



Exchange rate

ER = Exchange rate is set to stay constant at 61.5 denars per EUR during the simulation
period.



Government sector

ngr = Public employment growth is set to grow at 3% a year
wgr = public wages are set to grow at 2% a year
tce = tax collection efficiency is set to grow at 3.5% a year
gngi = Nominal public investment is set to grow at 7% a year



Population, labour market and Pensions

pcri = pension system penetration rate
pg = Labour productivity growth rate
ari = rate of active population in age-group i
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3.2 Multi-funds scenario
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Annex A
RMSM-X of the World Bank (PFA + RMSM)
Model Equations in Detail

The model comprises endogenous variables, exogenous variables, parameters and policy
variables. Exogenous variables are determined outside the model.
As in the case of the RMSM-X, growth is determined by investment through an ICOR
function. Investment in turn is determined by savings, the later comprising government
savings, private savings and external savings.

1. NATIONAL ACCOUNTS/S-I BALANCE
The National-Account/Saving-Investment-Balance spread sheet comprises: the S-I balance
measured in billion of current denars and the national income identity measured both in
nominal and constant domestic currency (denars). The income identity is measured using
the expenditure approach and the income approach. Furthermore, this section of the model
calculates GDP deflators by dividing nominal values by real values of variables. National
Accounts/S-I Balances are shown in the NA-SIB spread-sheet of the model’s Excel program.

Saving-investment balance
NI = Sp + Sg + Se

Saving-Investment balance in nominal terms, i.e.
nominal gross Investment (NI) is equal to total
savings, which in turn comprise private savings (Sp),
government savings (Sg) and external savings (Se).

Sg = GCAB

Government savings are equal to the current
account balance of the Central Government (GCAB).
How this balance is calculated is explained in the
Government’s section of the model.

Se = - ER. CAB

External savings are equal to the negative value of
the current account balance of the balance of
payments (CAB) multiplied by the average exchange
rate (ER). This balance is determined in the balance
of Payments part of the model.

Sp = HSA + GSA

Private savings are equal to households savings plus
corporations savings. They are calculated in the
section corresponding to the private sector.
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Real GDP expenditure approach

GDP = C + G + I + E – M

GDP identity in real terms, i.e. real GDP, is equal to
real private consumption (C) plus real government
consumption (G) plus real gross investment (I) plus
real exports (E) minus real imports (M).

ΔGDP = 1/ICOR . It-1

Real GDP is equal to the inverse of the incremental
capital output ratio (1/ICOR) times real gross
investment in the previous year (It-1).

C = NC/PC

Private consumption in real terms (C) is equal to
private nominal consumption (NC) divided by
private consumption deflator (PC)

G = NG/ PG

Government real expenditures (G) comprises the
nominal government expenditure (NG) divided by
government consumption deflator (PG)

I = NI/PI

Real gross investment (I) is equal to nominal
investment (NI) divided by investment deflator (PI).

E = Et-1 . (1 + ge)

Real exports (E) are equal to the real value of
exports in the previous year (E-t1) times an
exogenously determined real growth rate of exports
(1 + ge).

M = Mt-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

Real imports (M) are equal to the real value of
imports in the previous year (M-1 ) times the growth
rate of total GDP (GDP/GDPt-1).

Nominal GDP expenditure approach

NGDP = NC + NG + +NI + NE - NM

GDP equation in nominal terms, i.e. nominal GDP is
equal to nominal private consumption (NC) plus
nominal government consumption (NG) plus
nominal gross investment (NG) plus nominal exports
(NE) minus nominal imports (NM). The way NGDP,
NG, NI, NE and NM are determined is explained
below. Thus, this equation closure is given by NC.
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NGDP = GDP . PGDP

Nominal GDP (NGDP) is equal to real GDP (GDP)
times the GDP price index (PGDP), the later being
determined exogenously to the model.

NG = WASA + GOSE + LGTR

Nominal government current expenditures (NG)
comprise the payments of wages and salaries to
public employees (WASA), payments for the
acquisition of goods and services (GOSE) and
government’s transfers to local governments
(LGTR). Local governments are supposed to use
these resources received as transfers in order to
finance expenditures.

NI = NIG + NIP

Nominal investment (NI) is equal to government’s
nominal investment (NIG) plus government’s private
investment (NIP), which are calculated respectively
in the government and private sector sections of the
model.

NE = EXP . ER

Nominal exports (NE) in local currency terms are
equal to EURO valued exports (EXP) times the
average exchange rate (ER).

NM = IMP. ER

Nominal imports (NM) in local currency are equal to
EURO valued imports (IMP) times the average
exchange rate (ER).

Nominal GDP income approach
NGDP = TWG + GOS + TPLS

Nominal GDP measured income approach is equal
to total compensations to employees (TWG), plus
gross operating surplus (GOS) plus taxes on
products less subsidies (TPLS). Since NGDP was
calculated previously and TWG and TPLS are
determined in a equation below, this equation
calculates GOS.

TWG = TEMP . W

Total wages (TWG) are equal to total employment
(TEMP) times average unit wage (W). TEMP is
calculeted in the employment section of the model.

W = Wt-1 . (1 + πt-1)

Wage rate (W) is indexed to inflation rate (π), which
is determined exogenously to the model.

TPLS = VAT + EXTX + CDU

Taxes on products (less subsidies) comprise: value
added tax (VAT), excise taxes (EXTX) and custom
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duties (CDU), which are calculated
government’s section of the model.

in

the

2. REST OF THE WORLD (BALANCE OF PAYMENTS)
Since Macedonia is a small open economy, most variables in the BoP are calculated
exogenously to the model. Unlike other sectoral balances , all variables included in the
Balance of Payments are expressed in foreign currency, i.e. million EUROS. The rest of the
world balance is shown in the BoP spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.

OBP = CAB + CFAB

The overall balance of payment (OBP) position is
equal to the sum of the current account balance
(CAB) and the capital and financial balance (CFAB).

Current Account Balance (CAB)
CAB = TRB + SBN + IPN + NT

Current account balance (CAB) is equal to the sum
of the trade account balance (TRB), net services’
balance (SBN), net income payments (IPN) and net
transfers (NT).

NT = OFTRA + WREM + OTRA

Net transfers are equal to official transfers (OFTRA)
which are received by government, plus workers’
remittances (WREM) plus other transfers (OTRA).
The three of these variables are exogenously
determined.

IPN = CTE + INI

Net income payments (IPN) are equal to
compensations to employees (CTE) plus investment
incomes (INI). CTE is introduced exogenously to the
model, while INI is calculated in the equation below.

INI = INIt-1 . (EXDBT/EXDBTt-1)

Income payments to the rest of the world is a
function of the stock of the country’s total foreign
debt outstanding at the end of the previous year
(EXDBTt-1)

Trade Balance and SBN
TRB = EXP – IMP

Trade balance is equal to exports of goods minus
imports of goods.

EXP = PE . QE

Exports (EXP) are equal to export prices in world
markets (PE) times exported quantities of goods
(QE). PE is determined exogenously in the model.
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QE = QE-1 . (1 + ge)

QE in current period is equal to the quantities
exported the previous year (QE-1 ) times an
exogenously determined real growth rate of exports
(1 + ge).

IMP = PM . QM

Imports (IMP) are equal to import prices in world
markets (PM) times the imported quantities (QM).
PM is determined exogenously in the model.

QM = QM-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

Imported quantities are calculated as function of
total real GDP growth.

SBN = EXPS – IMPS

Net Services’ balance is equal to exported services
(EXPS) minus imported services (IMPS).

EXPS = PE . QSE

Exported Services are equal export prices in world
markets (PE) times the real value of exported
services (QSE). PE is determined exogenously in the
model.

QSE = QSE-1 . (1 + ge)

QSE in current period is equal to exported services
real value in the previous year (QSE-1 ) times an
exogenously determined real growth rate of exports
(1 + ge).

IMPS = PM . QSM

Imports of services (IMPS) are equal to import prices
in world markets (PM) times the real value of
imported services (QSM). PM is determined
exogenously in the model.

QSM = QSMt-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

the real value of Imported services (QSM) are
calculated as function of total GDP growth.

Capital and Financial Account Balance (CFAB)
CFAB = CAN + FAN

The Capital and Financial Account balance (CFAB)
comprises the capital account net (CAN) plus the
financial account (FAN). CAN is calculated as
exogenous variable in the model.

Financial Account
FAN = FDI + FPI + FOI

Financial account (FAN) comprises foreign direct
investment (FDI) plus foreign portfolio investment
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(FPI) plus other foreign investments (FOI). FDI and
FPI are determined exogenously in the model.
FOI = TRC + FFF

Other foreign investments (FOI) comprise: trade
credit (TRC), plus other foreign financial flows (FFF)
such as medium and long term loans, short term
loans, currency and deposits, and other net. These
financial flows are calculated as exogenous variables
in the model.

TRC = TRCt-1 . [(EXP + IMP)/(EXPt-1+IMPt-1)]

Trade credit (TRC) is determined as function of total
trade growth (export plus imports).

EXDBT = GEXDB + PEXDB

The country’s total external debt (EXDBT) is equal to
government external debt (GEXDB) plus private
external debt (PEXDB).

GEXDB = GEXDBt-1 + FOFIG

Government external debt outstanding (GEXDB) is
equal to government’s debt in the previous year
(GEXDBt-1) plus all FOFIG received by government
during the current period.

PEXDB = PEXDBt-1 + FOFIP

Private external debt outstanding (PEXDB) is equal
to private sectors’ debt in the previous year (PEXDBt1) plus all FOFIP received by the private sector during
the current period.

3. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT’S ACCOUNT
Government balance adjusts through finance. Government’s overall deficit/surplus is
determined by government revenues and expenditures. Government balance is financed
from external sources, which are exogenously determined, and from internal sources, which
comprises finance from the National Bank of Macedonia, and finance from other domestic
financial sources (e.g. banks and pension funds). The later are calculated in each of these
sector balances. Thus adjustment for the government balance takes place through National
Bank net credit (i.e. finance minus deposits), which adjust to the government financial needs.
Since according to the National Bank law, this institution cannot lend to the government, the
variable that eventually brigs adjustment to the government balance is its deposits in the
National Bank. The government balance is shown in the Gov spread-sheet of the Excel
program of the model.

OFB = TREV – TEXP

Overall fiscal balance (OFB) is equal to total
revenues (TREV) minus total expenditures (TEXP).
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GCAB = TREV – CUEX

Government current account balance (GCAB) is
equal to total government revenues (TREV) minus
current expenditures (CUEX). GCAB is equivalent to
government savings (Sg).

Total revenues
TREV = TXR + NTXR + CAPR + GRT

Total revenues (TREV) are equal to tax revenues
(TXR) plus non-tax revenues (NTRV) plus capital
revenues (CREV) plus grants (GRT).

Tax revenues
TXR = PITX + CITX + VAT + EXTX + CDU + SOCO

Tax revenues comprise personal income taxes
(PITX), corporate income taxes (CITX), value added
tax (VAT), excise taxes (EXTX), custom duties (CDU),
and social contributions (SOCO).

PITX = txw. TWG . (1 + tce)

Personal income tax (PITX) is equal to the total
wages and salaries paid in the economy (TWG)
times the personal income tax rate (txw), being the
later a parameter or policy variable which is
exogenously calculated in the model, times tax
collection efficiency growth rate (1 + tce).

CITX = txpr . GOSP . (1 + tce)

Corporate income tax (CITX) is equal to the gross
operating surplus (GOSP) times the corporate
income tax rate (txpr), being the later a parameter
or policy variable which is exogenously calculated in
the model, times tax collection efficiency growth
rate (1 + tce).

VAT = txvat . NGDP . (1 + tce)

Value added tax collection (VAT) is equal to total
nominal GDP times the VAT tax rate (txvat), being
the later a parameter or policy variable which is
exogenously calculated in the model, times tax
collection efficiency growth rate (1 + tce).

EXTX = texc . NGDP. (1 + tce)

Excise taxes (EXTX) are equal to total nominal GDP
times the excise tax rate (texc), being the later a
parameter or policy variable which is exogenously
calculated in the model, times tax collection
efficiency growth rate (1 + tce).

CDU = tcd . NM. (1 + tce)

Custom duties (CDU) are equal to nominal imports
times the custom duty tax rate (tcd), being the later
a parameter or policy variable which is exogenously
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calculated in the model, times tax collection
efficiency growth rate (1 + tce).
SOCO = PECO + UNCO + HECO

Social contributions (SOCO) are equal to pension
contributions to the first pillar pension funds (PECO)
plus unemployment contributions (UNCO) plus
health contributions (HECO). PECO is determined in
the Pension Funds part of the model.

UNCO = ucr . TWG

Unemployment contributions (UNCO) are calculated
as function of total wages paid in the economy
times an exogenously determined unemployment
contribution rate (ucr).

HECO = hcr . TWG

In the same vein, health contributions (HECO) are
calculated as function of total wages paid in the
economy times an exogenously determined health
contribution rate (hcr).

OPY = OPYT-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

Other tax payments (OPY) are function of nominal
GDP growth (GDP/GDPt-1).

Non-tax revenues, Capital revenues and Grants

NTXR = NTXRt-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

Non-tax revenues (NTXR) are calculated as function
of total GDP growth (GDP/GDPt-1).

CAPR = CAPRt-1 . (GDP/GDPt-1)

Capital revenues (CAPR), which comprises dividends
received by government from state owned
institutions, are calculated as function of total GDP
growth (GDP/GDPt-1).

GRT = ER . OFTRA

Grants (GRT) are calculated as the exchange rate
(ER) times the official transfers (OFTRA) from the
rest of the world which was calculated in the
external sector balance.

Total expenditures
TEXP = CUEX + CAEX

Total expenditures (TEXP) are equal to current
expenditures (CUEXP) plus capital expenditures
(CAEX).
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CUEX = WASA + GOSE + TRSF + INT

WASA = WASAt-1 . (1+ ngr). (1+ wgr)

Current expenditures (CUEX) comprise the
payments of wages and salaries to public employees
(WASA), payments for the acquisition of goods and
services (GOSE), government’s transfers (TRSF) and
interest payments (INT) due to the public debt, both
external and domestic.
Wage and salaries paid by the government grow at
the rate of growth of public employment (ngr) plus
that of wages paid in the public sector (wgr). Both
growth rates, i.e. ngr and wgr are calculated
exogenously in the model.

GOSE = GOSEt-1 . (NGDP/NGDPt-1)

Government purchases of goods and services
(GOSE) are determined as a function of nominal
GDP growth (NGDP/NGDPt-1).

TRSF = PETR + HETR + UNTR + LGTR + OTTR

Government current transfers comprise pension
benefit payments (PETR) to first pillar retirees,
health transfers (HETR)
and unemployment
transfers (UNTR) to households, transfers to local
governments (LGTR), and other transfers (OTTR).
Pension benefit payments (PETR) comprise pension
paid to retirees under the first pillar and are
calculated in the pension system section of the
model.

HETR = HETRt-1 . (TWG/ TWGT-1)

Health transfers (HETR) are function of total wages
paid in the economy (TWG/ TWGT-1).

UNTR = UNTRT-1 . (TUNEM/ TUNEMT-1)

Unemployment transfers is calculated based on the
behaviour of unemployed population (TUNEM/
TUNEMT-1) .

LGTR = LGTRt-1 . (TRX/TRXt-1)

Transfers to local governments (LGTR) are function
of government tax revenues (TRX/TRXt-1).

OTTR = OTTRt-1. (TRX/TRXt-1)

Other transfers (OTTR) also depends on government
tax revenues (TRX/TRXt-1).

GINTP = GFIP + GDIP

Government interest payments (GINTP) are equal to
interest payments due to government’s foreign debt
(GFIP) plus payments due to domestic government
debt (GDIP).

GFIP = GFIPT-1 . (GFDET-1/GFIPT-2)

Government interest payments due to its foreign
debt depends on the growth rate of public foreign
debt (GFDET-1/GFIPT-2).
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GDIP = GDIPT-1 . (GDDET-1/GDIPT-2)

Government interest payments due to its domestic
debt depends on the growth rate of public domestic
debt (GDDET-1/GDIPT-2).

CAEX = CAEX t-1 . (1+ gngi)

Government capital expenditures (CAEX ) are
calculated using a exogenous growth rate for
nominal public investment (gngi). This growth rate
can be regarded as a policy variable.

Government finance
GOFI = - OFG

Finance needed by government to cover the fiscal
deficit (GOFI) is equal to the negative value of the
overall fiscal balance (OFB).

GOFI = GDFI + GFFI

On the other hand, government finance (GOFI) is
equal to government domestic finance (GDFI) plus
government foreign finance (GFFI). Government
foreign finance (GFFI) is determined in an equation
below. Thus, the closing variable in this equation is
government domestic finance (GDFI).

GDFI = GNBF + GODF

Government domestic finance (GDFI) comprises
finance from the National Bank (GNBF) plus
government finance from other domestic sources
(GODF).
Since GDFI is calculated in the equation above, and
government’s other domestic finance (GODF) is
determined in the balance equations of commercial
banks and pension funds, the closing variable in this
equation is Government finance from the National
Bank (GNBF). GNBF adjust basically through changes
in government deposits in the National Bank, as the
NB cannot finance government deficit through loans
according to the National Bank law.
Thus,
government will increase or reduce its deposits in
the CB depending on its financial needs.

GFFI = = ER . FOFIG

Government foreign finance is equal to external
finance (FOFIG), which is determined exogenously,
times the average exchange rate (ER).

Government debt
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GDE = GDDE + GFDE

Government total debt (GDE) is equal to
government domestic debt (GDDE) plus government
external debt (GFDE).

GDDE = GDDET-1 + GDFI

Government domestic debt (GDDE) is equal to
government domestic debt outstanding in year t-1
(GDDET-1) plus domestic finance obtained in the
current year (GDFI).

GFDE = GFDET-1 + GFFI

Government external debt (GFDE) is equal to
government external debt outstanding in year t-1
(GFDET-1) plus external finance obtained in the
current year (GFFI).

4. PRIVATE SECTOR
Private sector balance was divided in two balances, i.e. one for households and the other for
companies. A key distinction of these two sectors is that households is considered a
consumption unit and companies an investment unit. Almost all variables included in the
both private sector balances had been calculated in the other balances of the model. Thus,
Walras’ Law applies for the private sector, i.e. if there are n markets, and n-1 markets are in
equilibrium, then the nth market will also be in equilibrium. The closing variable in
households’ balance is consumption, while the closing variable in companies’ balance is
private investment. Both private sector balances are presented in the Priv spread-sheet of
the Excel program of the model.

Households
HSA = HTCIN – HTCEX

Households savings (HSA)are equal to their total
current incomes (HTCIN) minus their total current
expenditures (HTCEX).

HTCIN = TWG + GOSH + WREM + CTE + GTRH

Total households current incomes are equal to total
wages paid (TWG), the portion of gross operating
surplus received by households (GOSHH) as mixed
income of small scale businesses(GOSH), worker
remittances from abroad (WREM), compensation to
employees from abroad (CTE),
government
transfers to households (GTRH). All these variables
have already been calculated in other parts of the
model, except GTRH, which is calculated in the
equation below.
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GOSH = γ . GOS

Gross operating surplus received by households is a
calculated as a given share (γ) of the total gross
operating surplus (GOS).

GTRH = PETR + HETR + UNTR + OTTR

Government transfers to households (GTRH)
comprise pension benefit payments (PETR) to first
pillar retirees, health transfers (HETR) ,
unemployment transfers (UNTR), and other
transfers (OTTR). All these transfers were already
calculated in the government’s section of the
model.

HTCEX = NC + PITX + SOCO

Households’ total current expenditures (HTCEX) are
equal to household consumption (NC), plus personal
income tax (PITX), plus social contributions (SOCO).
All these variables have been already calculated
somewhere else in the model.

HSA = ΔDHI + CONT + ΔCUCI - ΔCHI

On the other hand, household savings are equal to
the flow of households bank deposits (ΔDHI), flow of
household demand for currency (ΔCUCI), pension
contributions to second pillar pension funds
(CONT)minus the flow of bank loans lent to
households by banks (ΔCHI). CONT is calculated in
the pension funds section of the model, while ΔCHI
is determined as part of banks portfolio decisions.
Both, ΔDHI and ΔCUCI are determined in the
equations below.

ΔDHI = ΔDHIT-1 . (HTCIN/ HTCINT-1)

Households’ demand for bank deposits (ΔDHI)
depend on the growth rate of households’ total
current incomes (HTCIN/ HTCINT-1)

ΔCUCI = ΔCUCIT-1 . (HTCIN/ HTCINT-1)

Households’ demand for currency (ΔCUCI) depend
on the growth rate of households’ total current
incomes (HTCIN)

Companies
CSA = CTCIN – CTCEX

Companies’ savings (CSA)are equal to their total
current incomes (CTCIN) minus their total current
expenditures (CTCEX).

CTCIN = GOSC + OTRA + INI

Companies’ total current incomes (CTCIN) are equal
to gross operating surplus received by companies
(GOSC), plus other transfers from abroad (OTRA),
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plus interest payments from government domestic
debt (INI). OTRA and INI were already determined
somewhere else in the model.
GOSC = (1 – γ) . GOS

Gross operating surplus received by companies is
calculated as a given share (1 - γ) of the total gross
operating surplus (GOS).

CTCEX=CITX + OPY + NTR + OTRA + CREV + ONE Corporations’ current expenditures comprise the
sum of corporate income tax (CITX), other tax
payments (OPY), net transfers from the rest of the
world (NTR), other transfers from the rest of the
world (OTRA), capital government revenues paid by
companies (CREV), and other net expenditures
(ONE), which comprises the net government
expenditure carry-out by government institutions
different from the central government.
CSA - NIP = – ER*(CAN + FDI + TRC
+ FOFIC ) – (ΔCOFC + ΔPFSH - ΔDNFC)

Companies’ saving-investment balance comprises
the balance between companies savings and
investment (CSA - NIP) and finance, the later
comprising foreign capital flows converted to local
currency (ER*CAN), foreign direct investment ( FDI),
trade credit from abroad (TRC), foreign finance
(FOFIC), pension funds’ investments in shares
(ΔPFSH), and bank loans net of companies’ bank net
of companies’ bank deposits (ΔCOFC – ΔDNFC).

5. NATIONAL BANK OF MACEDONIA
The National bank of Macedonia balance adjustment takes place through the issuing of
public bonds aimed at maintaining a stable money supply and a fixed exchange rate.
National bank foreign assets sre determined by the foreign exchange reserve gains or
losses resulting from the balance of payments transactions. Besides, the government net
asset liability position with the government can change depending on the government use of
its deposits in the National Bank. Thus, in order to attain a balanced position, the National
Bank will issue public bonds, through open market operations, in order to attain balance. The
NBM balance is shown in the NBM spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.

REMO = NFAS + NDAS

Reserve Money (REMO) in the National Bank
balance is equal to the sum of net foreign assets
(NFAS) and net domestic assets (NDAS). REMO and
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NFAS are calculated in the next sections. Thus, the
variable that closes this equation is NDAS.
Reserve Money
REMO = CUCI + OTRE

On the other hand, Reserve Money is determined by
the sum of currency in circulation (CUCI) plus other
reserves (OTRE).

CUCI = CUCIt-1.( NGDP/NGDPt-1)

Currency in circulation is determined as function of
nominal GDP (NGDP) growth.

OTRE = OTREt-1. (BADE /BADEt-1)

The variable Other Reserves (OTRE) is determined as
function of total bank deposits (BADE) growth. They
comprise cash in banks’ vaults plus banks’ reserves
held in the National Bank.

Net Foreign Assets
NFAS = FAS – FLB

Net foreign assets are equal to foreign assets (FAS)
minus foreign liabilities (FLB).

FAS = ER . GOR

Foreign assets (FAS) are equal to gross official
reserves (GOR) times the average exchange rate
(ER). GOR are calculated in the Balance of Payment
section.

FLB = FLBt-1 + ER. FOFINB

Foreign liabilities are equal to foreign liabilities
outstanding the previous year (FLBt-1) plus the
foreign finance to the National Bank during the year
(FOFINB). FOFINB is determined exogenously in the
model.

Net Domestic Assets
NDAS = NNBB + NNBG + NNBL

National Bank net domestic assets are equal to net
National Bank credit to banks (NNBB) plus net NB
credit to government (NNBG) plus NB net credit to
state and local governments (NNBL). Since NDAS
was determined previously, and NNBG and NNBL
are determined in the equations bellow, the closing
variable in this equation is NNBB. This means that
the NB will sterilize any expansion in stock of high
powered money resulting from increased exchange
reserves or from a reduction in government
deposits in the CB by selling bonds to commercial
banks through open market operations.
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NNBG = NNBGt-1 + GNBF

Government outstanding asset/liability position
with the National Bank (NNBG) is equal to the
asset/liability position outstanding in the previous
year (NNBGt-1) plus the changes in this asset/liability
position occurred during the current period (GNBF).
As explained before, according to the NB law the
bank cannot grant credit to government. Thus,
changes in NNBG can only take place through
changes in government deposits in the NB. GNBF is
calculated in an equation in the government sector.

NNBL = NNBLt-1 . (NNBG /NNBGt-1)

National Bank credit to local governments (NNBL)
follows the same pattern as NNBG, which was
explained in the previous paragraph.

NBOI = NBOIt-1 . PGDP

National Bank balance’s other items, which
comprise the bank’s net worth, are indexed to
inflation (PGDP).

6. BANKING SECTOR
Banking sector balance adjusts through credit made available to the private sector. Banks
obtain resources from deposits made by the private sector. They invest these resources in
public bonds issued by the National Bank through open market operations. Thus, what is left
is lent to the private sector. Lending is allocated according to a given portfolio structure.
Banks’ balance is shown in the Banks spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.
BADE = NFASB + NDASB

The banking sector balance is portrayed by the
identity existing between, in one hand, deposits
(BADE) in the banking system, and on the other the
sum of net foreign assets (NFASB) and net domestic
assets (NDASB). Since BADE and NFASB are
calculated in the equations below, the closing
variable in this equation is NDASB.

Bank Deposits
BADE = DOFC + DNFC + DHI

The variable bank deposits (BADE)is equal to
deposits by other financial corporation (DOFC) plus
deposits by non financial corporations (DNFC) plus
deposits by households and individuals (DHI). DNFC
and DHI are determined in the private sector’s
balance

DOFC = DOFCt-1 + ΔDOFC

Deposits by other financial corporations (DOFC),
including pension funds, are equal to stock of
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deposits these institutions had the previous year
plus deposits carried out during the current year
(ΔDOFC). Thus, DOFC is equivalent to changes
occurred in the amount pension funds invest in
bank deposits during the current period.
DNFC = DNFCt-1 + ΔDNFC

Deposits by non financial corporations (DNFC),
including public corporations are equal to deposits
existing at the end of previous period (DNFCt-1) plus
changes in deposits during this period(ΔDNFC).
ΔDNFC are determined by private corporations as
part of their portfolio reshuffling.

DHI = DHIt-1 + ΔDHI

Deposits by households and individuals (DHI) are
equal to deposits existing at the end of previous
period (DHIt-1) plus changes in deposits during the
current period (ΔDHI). ΔDHI are determined by
households as part of their portfolio reshuffling.

Net Foreign Assets
NFASB = NFASBt-1 - (ER . MLTLNB)

Net foreign assets held by banks (NFASB) are equal
to foreign assets held by banks the previous period,
minus foreign credit flow obtained by banks in the
current period times the exchange rate (ER.MLTLNB).

Net Domestic Assets
NDASB = CRGO + CRPS + NANB + BAOI

Net domestic assets held by banks comprise the
credit to government (CRGO); credit to the private
sector (CRPS); net assets with the National Bank
(NANB); and bank’s other items (BAOI). Since all
variables are determined somewhere in the model,
the closing variable in this equation is (CRGO +
CRPS).

CRPS = COFC + CNFC + CHI

On the other hand, banks’ credit to private sector
(CRPS) is equal to credit granted by banks to other
financial corporation (COFC) plus credit to non
financial corporations (CNFC) plus credit to
households and individuals (CHI). Since CRPS is
already determined in a previous equation, this
equation, together with the following 4 equations,
determines how banks allocate credit to the
different private sector institutions.

CRGO = α1 . (CRGO + CRPS)

Banks’ credit to government (CRGO) is determined
by Banks as part of their portfolio decisions.
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COFC = α2 . (CRGO + CRPS)

Banks’ credit to other financial corporations (COFC)
is determined by Banks as part of their portfolio
decisions.

CNFC = α3 . (CRGO + CRPS)

Banks’ credit to non financial corporations (CNFC) is
determined by Banks as part of their portfolio
decisions.

CHI = α4 . (CRGO + CRPS)

Banks’ credit to households and individuals (CHI) is
determined by Banks as part of their portfolio
decisions.

NANB = NNBB + OTRE

Banks’ net asset position with the National Bank is
equal to net National Bank credit to banks (NNBB)
plus other banks’ reserves (OTRE) comprising cash in
banks’ vaults plus banks’ reserves held at the
National Bank.

BAOI = BAOIt-1 . PGDP

Banks’ other items, which basically comprise banks’
net worth, are indexed to inflation (PGDP).

7. SECOND PILLAR PENSION FUNDS
Second Pillar pension funds balance adjusts through portfolio allocation. Pension net worth
grows based on members’ contributions and pension funds’ yields. These resources are
invested in different assets based on a given portfolio structure. Pension funds balance is
shown in the PF spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model.

PFTA = PFP

Pension funds total assets (PFTA) are equal to their
total patrimony (PFP).

Pension Funds’ Assets
PFTA = PFFA + PFSH + PFGB + PFBD

Pension fund’s total assets (PFTA) comprise
investments in foreign assets (PFFA),
investments in domestic shares (PFSH),
investments in public bonds (PFGB), and
investments in bank deposits (PFBD).

PFFA = β1 . PFTA

Pension funds’ investments in foreign assets (PFFA)
are determined by pension companies, as part of
their portfolio decisions.

PFSH = = β2 . PFTA

Pension funds’ investments in domestic shares
(PFSH) are determined by pension companies, as
part of their portfolio decisions.
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PFGB = = β3 . PFTA

Pension funds’ investments in government bonds
(PFGB) are determined by pension companies, as
part of their portfolio decisions.

PFBD = = β4 . PFTA

Pension funds’ investments in bank deposits (PFBD)
are determined by pension companies, as part of
their portfolio decisions.

Pension Funds’ Net Worth
PFP = PFPt-1 + CONT + YLDS

Second pillar pension funds’ patrimony at the end of
the period (PFP) is equal to PF patrimony at the end
of the previous period (PFPt-1) plus this year
contributions plus yields.

YLDS = yr . PFPt-1

Yields are determined as a given yield rate (yr) times
the pension fund value at the end of the previous
year (PFPt-1).

CONT = crs. AWP . TPME

Contributions to second pillar pension funds are
equal to the contribution rate (crs), which is
determined exogenously, times the average yearly
wage rate of pension members (AWP) times the
number of pension members (TPME).

8. POPULATION AND THE LABOR MARKET
A key feature in the model is the modelling of the labour market, which is essential to
determine the expected behaviour of pension funds in the future. The functioning of the
labour market is closely linked to the expected demographic trends of the Macedonian
population. The model uses population forecasts from a demographic model, which was
developed a part of the project activity. The population forecast were carried out on a fiveyear basis, and population forecasts for intermediate years were obtained through
intrapolation. Population forecast were also aggregated in fewer age-groups, to make them
consistent with labour data. Activity rates were applied to these population forecasts in order
to calculate active-population forecast. Employment forecasts were calculated based on
activity growth rates, employment-growth elasticities and labour productivity growth rates.
Population forecast are shown in the Pop spread-sheet of the Excel program of the model,
while labour forecast are presented in the Lab spread-sheet of the Excel file.

TPOP = Σ POPi

Total population is given exogenously to this model
based on population forecast carried-out utilizing
demographic model. These model forecast the
population disaggregated by age groups i (POPi).
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TAPOP = Σ APOPi

Total active population is determined as the sum of
active population existing in each of the age groups
(APOPi).

APOPi = ari . POPi

APOPi is calculated as the rate of active population
(ari ), which is an exogenous variable, times
population for each of the age groups (POPi).

TEMP = Σ EMPi

Total employment is the sum of employed people in
each of the age groups (EMPi).

EMPi = EMPi t-1 . [(GDP/GDPt-1)/(1+pg)]

Employment in each of the age groups i will grow
based on GDP growth divided by labour productivity
growth rate for each of the age groups (pg).

TUNEM = Σ UNEMi

Total unemployment is the sum of unemployed
people (UNEMi) in each of the age groups.

UNEMi = APOPi - EMPi

Unemployed population for each of the age groups
is equal to active minus employed population in that
age group.

9. PENSIONS AND PENSION MEMEBERSHIP
Labour market figures were used to calculate pension member-ship forecasts. Pensionsystem penetration rates were calculated for each of the age-groups. Target penetration
rates were defined for each of the age groups, which were used to forecast pension
membership. Average gross wages were calculated for each of the age-groups of members
and forecasted based on inflation changes. The average wage rate of pension members
changes due to two effects. First, average age of pension members increase and thus
average wage rates also increase; and second, wages increase to compensate purchasing
power loses due to inflation. Expected members’ contributions were then calculated and
forecasted. Pension membership calculations are presented in the Pens spread-sheet of
the Excel file of the model.

TPEME = TPMM + TPME

Total pension members (TPEME) is equal to total
mono-pillar pension members (TPMM) plus total
second-pillar pension members (TPME).

TPME = Σ PMEi

Total second pilla pension membership (TPME) is
equal to the sum of pension members for all age
groups (PMEi).

PMEi = pcri . EMPi

Pension membership in age category i (PMEi) is
equal to pension system penetration rate (pcri )
times people employed (EMPi) for each of the age
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groups. The ratio pcri is determined exogenously to
the model based on a demographic type model for
the Macedonian pension system.
AWP = (Σ WPi . PMEi )/TPME

The annual average wage rate earned by pension
members is calculated as a weighted average of
wages paid in each of the pension member age
groups.

WPi = WPiT-1 . (1+ πt-1)

WPi is indexed to inflation rate.

TPMM = TPMMT-1 . (1- rdm)

Total pension members mono-pillar pension system
(TPMM) is equal to pension members in period t-1
(TPMMT-1) times a rate of decrease of mono-pillar
pension members (rdm)

PECO = crf . (AWM . TPMM + AWP . TPME)

Pension contributions to first pillar pension system
(PECO) is equal to: the pension contribution rate to
first pillar pension system (crf) times: the average
annual gross wage rate (AWM) of mono-pillar
members times total pension mono-pillar members
(TPMM) plus the average annual wage rate of
second pillar workers (AWP) times the number of
second pillar pension members (TPME).

AWM = AWMT-1 . (1+ πt-1)

Average annual wage rate of mono-pillar workers is
indexed to inflation in the previous year

PETR = APR . TPB

Government pension transfers is equal the average
annual pension rent (APR) times the number of
pension beneficiaries in the first pillar (TPB).

TPB = (1 –mr) . (TPBT-1 + rdm . TPMMT-1 )

Total pension beneficiaries in the first pillar

ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
National Accounts
NI = Nominal investment
Sp = Private savings
Sg = Government savings
Se = External savings
GDP = Real GDP
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C = Real private consumption
G = Real government consumption
I = Real gross investment
E = Real exports
M = Real imports
NGDP = Nominal GDP
NC = Nominal private consumption
NG = Nominal government consumption
NI =Nominal gross investment
NE = Nominal exports
NM = Nominal imports
PGDP = GDP deflator
PC = Private consumption deflator
PG = Government consumption deflator
PI = Gross investment deflator
TWG = Total wages and salaries
GOS = Gross Operating Surplus
TPLS = Taxes on production less subsidies

Balance of Payments
OBP = Overall balance of payments
CAB = Current account balance
CFAB = Capital and financial balance
TRB = Trade balance
SBN = Net service balance
IPN = Net income payments
NT= Net transfers
INI = Income payments to the RoW
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EXP = exports of goods in EUROS
IMP = imports of goods in EUROS
PE = World export prices
QE = Quantities of goods exported
PM = World price of imports
QM = Quantities of goods imported
EXPS = EURO value of exported of services
IMPS = EURO value of exported services
QSE = Quantities of services exported
QSM = Quantities of services imported
CFAB = Capital and financial account balance
CAN = Capital account
FAN = Financial account
FOI = Other foreign investment
TRC = Trade credit
FFF = Foreign financial flows
EXDBT = Country’s total external debt
GEXDB = Government’s external debt
PEXDB = Private external debt
GOR = Gross official reserves

Government Sector
OFB = Overarll fiscal balance
TREV = Total government revenues
TEXP = Total government expenditures
GCAB =Government current account balance
CUEX = Government current expenditures
TXR = Government tax revenues
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NTXR = Government non-tax revenues
CAPR = Government capital revenues
GRT = Official grants from the RoW
PITX = Personal income tax revenues
CITX = Corporate income tax revenue
VAT = Value added tax revenue
EXTX = Excise tax revenue
CDU = Custom duties revenue
SOCO = Social contributions
PECO = Pension payments first pillar
UNCO = Unemployment contributions
HECO = Health contributions
OPY = Other payments
CUEX = Government current expenditures
CAEX = Government capital expenditures
WASA = Wages and salaries paid by government
GOSE = Government purchases of goods and services
TRSF = Government transfers
INT = Government interest payments
PETR = Government pension transfers (first pillar)
HETR = Government health transfers
UNTR = Government unemployment transfers
LGTR = Government transfers to local government
OTTR = Government other transfers
GINTP = Government total interest payments
GFIP = Government interest payments due to its foreign debt
GDIP = Government interest payments due to its domestic debt
CAEX = Government capital expenditures
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GOFI = Government total finance
GDFI = Government domestic finance
GFFI = Government foreign finance
GNBF = Government net finance form the National Bank of Macedonia (credit minus
deposits)
GODF = Government finance from other domestic sources
GDE = Government total debt
GDDE = Government domestic debt
GFDE = Government external debt

Private Sector
Households
HSA =Households savings
HTCIN = Households current incomes
HTCEX = Households current expenditures
GOSH = Gross operating surplus received by households
GTRH = Government transfers to households
ΔDHI = Households’ demand for bank deposits
ΔCUCI = Households’ demand for currency

Companies
CSA = Companies savings
CTCIN = Companies’ total current incomes
CTCEX = Companies’ total current expenditures
GOSC = Gross operating surplus received by companies

National Bank of Macedonia
REMO = National Bank of Macedonia (NBM) Reserve money
NFAS = NBM’s foreign assets
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NDAS = NBM’s domestic assets
CUCI =Stock of currency in circulation
OTRE = NBM’s other reserves
FAS = NBM’s foreign assets
FLB = NBM’s foreign liabilities
NNBB = Net National Bank credit to banks
NNBG = NB credit to government
NNBL= plus NB net credit to state and local governments
NBOI = National Bank balance’s other items

Banking Sector
BADE =Banks’ deposits
NFASB = Banks’ foreign assets
NDASB = Banks’ domestic assets
DOFC = Bank deposits by other financial corporations
DNFC = Bank deposits by non-financial corporations
DHI = Bank deposits by households and individuals
CRGO = Banks credit to government
CRPS = Banks credit to the private sector
NANB = banks net assets with NBM
BAOI = Banks balance other items
COFC = Banks’ credit to other financial corporations
CNFC = Banks’ credit to non-financial corporations
CHI = Banks’ credit to households
NNBB = NBM’s credit to the banking sector
OTRE = Banks’ reserves
BAOI = Banks’ balance other items
PFTA = Pension funds’ total assets
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PFP = Pension funds’ patrimony
PFFA = Pension funds’ foreign assets
PFSH = Pension funds’ investment in domestic shares
PFGB = Pension funds’ investment in government bonds
PFBD = Pension funds’ investments in bank deposits
CONT = Members contributions to pension funds
YLDS = Pension funds’ yield
AWP = Average annual wage of pension members
TPME = Total number of pension members
PMEi = Pension member number in age-group i
EMPi = Number of employed persons in age-group i
WPi = Annual wage rate for pension members in age-group i
TPOP = Total population of the Republic of Macedonia
POPi = Total population in age-group i
TAPOP = Total active population
APOPi = Total active population in age-group i
TEMP = Total number of workers employed
EMPi = Total employment in age group i
TUNEM = Total number of people unemployed
UNEMi = Total number of people unemployed in age-group i
TPEME = Total pension system members
TMPPM = Total mono-pillar members
TSPPM = Total members of second pillar pension system
SPPMi = Second pillar members in age-group i
AWM = Annual average wage rate of mono-pillar pension members

Exogenous variables
External sector
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ge = Rate of growth of exports of goods and services
PE = World price of exports
PM = World price of imports
OFTRA = Official transfers from the RoW
WREM = Workers’ remittances from abroad
OTRA = Other transfers from the RoW
CTE = Compensation to employees from abroad
FDI = Foreign direct investment
FPI = Foreign portfolio investment
FOFIG = Foreign finance received by government
FOFINB = Foreign finance received by National Bank
FOFIB = Foreign finance received by banking sector
FOFIP = Foreign finance received by private sector

Exchange rate
ER = Exchange rate
Government sector
ngr = Public employment growth rate
wgr = public wages growth rate
txw = Tax rate on personal incomes
txpr = Tax rate on corporate income
txvat = VAT tax rate
texc = Excise tax rate
tcd = Custom duties tax rate
tce = tax collection efficiency growth rate
gngi = Growth rate of nominal public investment

Population, labour market and Pensions
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pcri = pension system penetration rate
pg = Labour productivity growth rate
ari = rate of active population in age-group i
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